


GET READY! 
 
 

“ 
SURRENDER COMES WHEN YOU NO LONGER ASK, 

“WHY IS THIS HAPPENING TO ME?” 
 

-eckhart tolle 
 
Amidst my fertility journey, I have read many books to try to understand 
“Why this is happening to me.” I received Eckhart Tolle’s The Power of Now 
a while back. When I started to read it, I didn’t get it. I just wasn’t ready. 
When I picked it up a year later - it changed my whole entire life.  
 
I was ready. Yassss!  
 
So many times on this journey, I heard “Just let it go and relax - it will 
happen!” which only made me want to pull not only my hair out, but the 
person that was saying it to me too.  
 
The Power of Now is the only book I’ve ever read that has allowed me to 
actually understand what letting go aka. surrender is.  
 
But before you read on, please know that the beauty of surrender cannot be 
understood with your mind.  
 
The only way in, to understand its essence and absolute fucking magic, is 
through feeling it.  
	





SELF-AWARENESS 

 
You’re new, exciting and kick ass fertility journey will begin once you make 
the conscious choice to DISIDENTIFY from your monkey mind. Because that 
part of your mind, is not who you are.  
 
The monkey mind is the part of your mind that gives time to how long it’s 
been since you’ve been trying to have a baby. It’s the voice in your head that 
fears your “biological clock is ticking”. It’s the one that says “I will only be 
happy when I have my baby.”  
 
The monkey mind is the one that provides you with the thoughts that keep 
you in pain and suffering. 
 
When you believe you are your monkey mind, it’s very easy to play into the 
pain. It’s very easy to fall victim to your circumstance. It’s very easy to feel 
powerless and defeated.  
 
Although those feelings are all part of your life experience, you have the 
choice to transform that pain by becoming the watcher of the painful 
thoughts. The one who notices that they are thoughts that are making you 
suffer. This is called self-awareness and this is who you are. 
 
You can practice self-awareness by simply beginning to notice when you are 
in pain.  
 
I don’t mean, “Oh poor me! I’m in pain!”  
 
I mean, “Okay…I’m feeling some pain right now…I’m noticing that my monkey 
mind must be running the show right now. And that’s okay.” This is all done 
without judgment.  
 
Now you may be saying, “That’s it? That’s all I have to do?” But right there, in 
that moment, you have just gotten conscious, gotten present and 
surrendered to what is.   





WHAT IS SURRENDER? 

& 

WHY DO YOU CARE? 
 
Western societies definition of surrender is to stop fighting simply because 
you know you will not win and to give up control to someone else. 
 
This definition insinuates that you should probably just stop TTC and give up 

your dream of ever having a babe. But GUESS WHAT?!!! That couldn’t be 
farther from the truth.  
 
However… 

 

Surrender DOES mean to stop fighting 

---------------------------------------------àTo stop fighting your monkey mind.  
 

Surrender DOES mean to give up control  

----------------------------------------------àGive up control to the Universe.   
 

And all you’re vibrating at to the Universe when you’re in your monkey mind 

mumbo jumbo – is YOU saying NO to life.  

 

Your resistance to your current life situation is what keeps you there. You are 

the one saying “No, not yet.” - Not God. Not the Universe. 

 

If this is hard to hear, I get it and I’m sorry. But this is good news! Because 

this means that YOU can stop putting life on hold and begin to say YES to 

life.  

 



So to me, my definition of Surrender is saying: 
 

YES TO LIFE! 
 
Yes to all of life’s experiences! Knowing, trusting, feeling, being with the idea 
of presence, wonder and curiosity in all of your life experience.  
	





BE CURIOUS 
 
If you are getting it (…or feeling it rather) GREAT! If not, try this.  
 
Just BE WITH the curiosity you had to DL this eBook. That part of you that 
said, “I think I might learn something new and interesting here.” That part of 
you that is wanting to just try something new! That part of you that’s so 
curious about life and wonders how in the hell we even got here, on this 
floating blue dot in space.  
 
That’s what I want you to lean in to.  
 
The magic of life. 
 
Just because you don’t understand something, doesn’t mean anything. What 
means something is your curiosity about it. Your interest over it and your 
desire to learn more. That’s what builds passion and that’s what builds 
purpose. 
 
This is the same kind of magic that children have about why things happen, 
why things work out the way they do, why people die while some people 
live. “Where do babies come from?” and “Why can’t I have more candy?!” 
 
But you don’t see them losing sleep over why things work out the way they 
do. They may ask why a hundred times but they’re just curious.  
 
As we get older, we feel the need to have all the answers.  
 
With the internet, we have every answer at the tip of our flippin’ finger tips.  
 
So when you’re blessed with a life experience of your fertility journey to re-
live the innocence and the beauty of curiosity and wonder – why is that so 
bad? 
  





ACCEPTANCE & THE NOW 

 
The present moment is the only place where you can truly and deeply 
experience the flow of life, which is where Ms. Surrender has laid her bed.  
 
The only way into the present moment it to continue saying yes to life. 
  
Say yes to life by accepting your current life situation, knowing that this 
acceptance DOES NOT MEAN you do nothing about it…it means that you 
ARE actually doing something about it, by accepting what is.  
 
It’s very important to accept and say yes to the happiness AND to the pain. 
Accept the excitement and the overwhelm. Say yes to the fulfillment and the 
emptiness. Because any resistance of any feeling or any current situation will 
just keep you in that state. Feel it to let it pass.  
 
YES=OPEN 
 
When we are open, we open ourselves up to receive. (Just like how your egg 
will receive the sperm…) 
 
You might be thinking, oh this is why people adopt and then get pregnant. 
HOWEVER… there can be no motive in the energy of surrender. That’s not 
real and it’s just not authentic and the Universe knows the difference. True 
surrender is without expectations in the future because true surrender is only 
in the now. 
 
Surrender because you want to be happy. Surrender because you don’t want 
to rely on a big belly to bring you joy. Surrender because you love to nap. 
Surrender because you can go on as many movie dates as you want.  
 
What is it like to be alive today???!!! 
Get passionate about it. Make decisions and plans from this space.  
  





SURRENDER WORKSHEET 

4 SIMPLE WAYS TO ADD SURRENDER TO YOUR DAILY LIFE 
 
 

1.) Balance Exercise - Balancing your mind, body and spirit every day 
helps to maintain a consistent level of total peace and surrender.  

 
Ideas for daily mind practices:  

 
o 15 minutes of meditation  
o 30 minutes to an hour of yoga  
o 30 minutes to an hour walk in nature  
o 30 minutes of pure, innocent fun.  

 
Ideas for daily body practices: 
 

o 30 minutes to an hour of a cardio or yoga work out 
o Buying and preparing fresh, organic foods 
o Getting at least 8 hours of sleep every night  
o Drinking 2.5 liters of water/day 

 
Ideas for spiritual practices:  
 

o 15 minutes of meditation 
o 30 minutes to an hour of yoga 
o 15-30 minutes reading a self-help/spiritual book 
o 15 minutes of journaling 

 
You can begin to incorporate mind, body and spirit into everything you do. 
For example, you can have dinner by staying mindful and present while you 
prepare and eat your meal.  

• Mind-Noticing the beautiful, fresh ingredients.  
• Spirit-Being in awe over how it can transform into delicious food.  
• Body-Feeling it nourish your physical body.  

 



2.) Inner Child Exercise - What did you love to do as a child? For me, I 
loved being outside all the time, playing soccer, painting and spending 
time with family.  

•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

 
Plan to do at least one of these things in your daily life this week. The things 
you did as a child that you loved, still live on somewhere inside of you. It will 
help bring out the playfulness, vulnerability and presence within you. 
 
 

3.) The Mini-Medi - Meditation Exercise  
 
The key to meditating is to keep it super simple and putting no 
pressure on yourself to do it for more than 5 minutes when you’re just 
starting (Hence the name, Mini-Medi.)  So here it is: 

• Set your phone timer for 5 minutes. 
• Sit in a comfortable position. 
• Close your eyes. 
• Set an intention to just be with whatever wants to come up. So if your 

monkey mind decides to show up and do a little monkey dance in front 
of you for 5 minutes – that’s okay. There is no real motive to the 
meditation. It’s just an opportunity to be with and observe whatever 
wants to show up. It is from this space that where you get to become 
the watcher of your thoughts. 

• Begin to breathe slowly and feel the air fill up your lungs. 
• For the next 5 minutes - Notice. Observe. Watch. Be with any 

thoughts that decide to show up. 
• If you notice that you’ve lost your center, come back to feeling your 

lungs fill up with air – come back in your body – into the present 
moment. 

• When the timer is up. You’re done! Feel good about that. Acknowledge 
yourself. 

 



4.) Connect with your heart - Journal Exercise 
 
I feel like journaling gets a bad rap. Like it’s something whiny and dramatic 
teenagers do. But why do you think teenagers do it? Well…they’re trying 
to figure out their feelings and it’s a safe space to spill out the truth of 
how your feel. It helps them get clear. Right?  
 
Your monkey mind can be quite whiny and dramatic. Feeling safe and 
journaling about the truth of how you and your monkey mind feel, leads 
to incredible insights.  
 
To do: In this journal exercise, I want you to grab a blank piece of paper 
and write about something that’s been bothering you for a while. 
Something that feels like it’s been weighing you down and you’re just 
done with it. For example, I was talking to a client today who’s relationship 
with her mother-in-law has been difficult. I want you to write about it and 
then at the end, write “I surrender this to you God/Universe.” Then I want 
you to find a safe spot to burn the sheet of paper.  
 
By transmuting the physical energy into ashes, it will represent and solidify 
that you have given this up to God/Universe. ***This is a very powerful 
exercise.  

 
 
Give these exercises a shot and see which one resonates with you. See 
which one helps you achieve a present and surrendered feeling.  
 
Be gentle on yourself. This is NOT about being or getting it perfect. All this is 
about is being curious and enjoying your life in all of its amazing and 
incredible experiences. This can be done with consistent daily practice.  
 
If you notice that you think you might need some additional support in 
making peace with the past, trusting the future and being in the present 
moment – I’m here for you. Email me at info@spenserbrassard.com to 
schedule a free 30 minute call.  
	


